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Abstract
Let A be a nonempty real central arrangement of hyperplanes and Ch be the set of chambers of A.
Each hyperplane H defines a half-space H+ and the other half-space H−. Let B = {+,−}. For H ∈ A,
define a map +
H
: Ch → B by +
H
(C) = + (if C ⊆ H+) and +
H
(C) = − (if C ⊆ H−). Define −
H
= −+
H
.
Let Chm = Ch × Ch × · · · × Ch (m times). Then the maps ±
H
induce the maps ±
H
: Chm → Bm. We
will study the admissible maps Φ : Chm → Ch which are compatible with every ±
H
. Suppose |A| 3 and
m 2. Then we will show thatA is indecomposable if and only if every admissible map is a projection to a
component. When A is a braid arrangement, which is indecomposable, this result is equivalent to Arrow’s
impossibility theorem in economics. We also determine the set of admissible maps explicitly for every
nonempty real central arrangement.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Main results
Let A= {H1,H2, . . . ,Hn} be a nonempty real central arrangement of hyperplanes in R. In
other words, each hyperplane Hj goes through the origin of R. In this note, we frequently refer
to [3] for elementary facts about arrangements of hyperplanes, which are usually referred as
arrangements for brevity. The connected components of the complement R \⋃1jn Hj are
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Hj ∈ A, fix a real linear form αj such that Hj = ker(αj ). The product ∏nj=1 αj is called a
defining polynomial for A. Define
H+j =
{
x ∈R ∣∣ αj (x) > 0}, H−j = {x ∈R ∣∣ αj (x) < 0} (j = 1, . . . , n).
Throughout this note, let σ denote + or −. Let B = {+,−}, which we frequently consider as a
multiplicative group of order two in the natural way.
Let 1  j  n. The maps σj : Ch → B are defined by σj (C) = στ if C ⊆ Hτj (σ, τ ∈ B).
Let m be a positive integer. Consider the m-time direct products Chm and Bm. We let the same
symbol σj also denote the map Ch
m → Bm induced from σj : Ch → B:
σj (C1,C2, . . . ,Cm) =
(
σj (C1), 
σ
j (C2), . . . , 
σ
j (Cm)
)
for (C1,C2, . . . ,Cm) ∈ Chm.
Definition 1.1. A map Φ : Chm → Ch is called an admissible map if there exists a family of
maps ϕσj :B
m → B (1 j  n,σ ∈ B = {+,−}) which satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) ϕσj (+,+, . . . ,+) = +, and
(2) the diagram
Chm
σj
Φ
Ch
σj
Bm
ϕσj
B
commutes for each j,1 j  n, and σ ∈ B = {+,−}.
Let AM(A,m) denote the set of all admissible maps determined by A and m.
As we will see in Proposition 2.5, when Φ is an admissible map, a family of maps ϕσj (1 
j  n, σ ∈ B = {+,−}) satisfying the conditions in Definition 1.1 is uniquely determined by Φ ,
A and m.
The main purpose of this note is to study the set AM(A,m) for all A and m.
Definition 1.2. For 1 hm, let
Φ = the projection to the hth component,
ϕσj = the projection to the hth component.
Then it is easy to see that Φ is an admissible map with a family of maps ϕσj (1 j  n, σ ∈ B ={+,−}). We call the admissible maps of this type projective admissible maps.
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r(A) = codimR
⋂
1jn
Hj .
Definition 1.3. A central arrangement A is said to be decomposable if there exist nonempty
arrangements A1 and A2 such that A=A1 ∪A2 (disjoint) and r(A) = r(A1) + r(A2). In this
case, write A = A1 unionmulti A2. A central arrangement A is said to be indecomposable if it is not
decomposable.
Note thatA=A1unionmultiA2 if and only if the defining polynomials forA1 andA2 have no common
variables after an appropriate linear coordinate change.
Remark. It is also known [4, Theorem 2.4(2)] that A is decomposable if and only if its Poincaré
polynomial [3, Definition 2.48] π(A, t) is divisible by (1 + t)2.
We will see in Proposition 2.3 that any nonempty real central arrangement A can be uniquely
(up to order) decomposed into nonempty indecomposable arrangements:
A=A1 unionmultiA2 unionmulti · · · unionmultiAr . (∗)
The following two theorems completely determine the set AM(A,m) of admissible maps.
Theorem 1.4. For a nonempty real central arrangement A with the decomposition (∗), there
exists a natural bijection
AM(A,m)  AM(A1,m) × AM(A2,m)× · · · × AM(Ar ,m)
for each positive integer m.
Theorem 1.5. Let A be a nonempty indecomposable real central arrangement and m be a posi-
tive integer. Then,
(1) if |A| = 1,
AM(A,m) = {Φ : Chm → Ch ∣∣Φ(C,C, . . . ,C) = C for each chamber C},
(2) if |A| 3, every admissible map is projective.
(Note that, if |A| = 2, then A is decomposable.)
Corollary 1.6. Decompose a nonempty real central arrangement A into nonempty indecompos-
able arrangements as
A=A1 unionmultiA2 unionmulti · · · unionmultiAa unionmultiB1 unionmultiB2 unionmulti · · · unionmultiBb
with |Ap| = 1 (1 p  a) and |Bq | 3 (1 q  b). Then, for each positive integer m,
∣∣AM(A,m)∣∣= (2a(2m−2))mb.
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theorem [1,2] in economics:
In the impossibility theorem, we assume that a society of m people have  policy options
and that every individual has his/her own order of preferences on the  policy options. A social
welfare function can be interpreted as a voting system by which the individual preferences are
aggregated into a single societal preference. We require the following two requirements for a
reasonable social welfare function:
(A) the society prefers the option i to the option j if every individual prefers the option i to the
option j (Pareto property), and
(B) whether the society prefers the option i to the option j only depends on which individuals
prefer the option i to the option j (pairwise independence).
The conclusion of Arrow’s impossibility theorem is striking: for   3, the only social wel-
fare function satisfying the two requirements (A) and (B) is a dictatorship, that is, the societal
preference has to be equal to the preference of one particular individual.
In Theorem 1.5, let A be a braid arrangement in R ( 3), i.e.,
A= {Hij | 1 i < j  }, where Hij := ker(xi − xj ).
The braid arrangements are indecomposable as we will see in Example 2.2. Let H+ij ={(x1, x2, . . . , x) ∈R | xi > xj } and H−ij = {(x1, x2, . . . , x) ∈R | xi < xj }. Then each chamber
of A can be uniquely expressed as
{
(x1, x2, . . . , x) ∈R
∣∣ xπ(1) < xπ(2) < · · · < xπ()}
for a permutation π of {1,2, . . . , }. This gives a one-to-one correspondence between Ch(A)
and the permutation group S of {1,2, . . . , }. Thus we can interpret an order of preferences on
 policy options as a chamber of a braid arrangement. Similarly, we interpret a social welfare
function as the map Φ and the dictatorship by the hth individual as the projection to the hth
component. The requirements (A) (Pareto property) and (B) (pairwise independence) correspond
to the conditions (1) (ϕσj (+, . . . ,+) = +) and (2) (commutativity) in Definition 1.1, respectively.
So, in our terminology, Arrow’s impossibility theorem can be formulated as:
If A is a braid arrangement with  3, then every admissible map is projective.
Thanks to Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 we have the following necessary and sufficient condition for
a nonempty real central arrangement to have the property that every admissible map is projective:
Corollary 1.7. Let A be a nonempty real central arrangement and m be a positive integer. Every
admissible map is projective if and only if
(case 1) m = 1, or
(case 2) A is indecomposable with |A| 3.
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Let A = {H1,H2, . . . ,Hn} be a nonempty real central arrangement in R. Let B be a sub-
arrangement of A, in other words, B ⊆A. We say that B is dependent if
r(B) = codimR
( ⋂
H∈B
H
)
< |B|.
A subarrangement B of A is called independent if it is not dependent. If B is a minimally de-
pendent subset, then B is called a circuit. If B is a maximally independent subset in A, then B is
called a basis for A.
We introduce a graph Γ (A) associated withA. The set of vertices of Γ (A) isA. Two vertices
Hj1,Hj2 ∈ A (j1 	= j2) are connected by an edge if and only if there exists a circuit (in A)
containing {Hj1,Hj2}.
Lemma 2.1. A nonempty real central arrangement A is indecomposable if and only if the graph
Γ (A) is connected.
Proof. If Γ (A) is disconnected, then decompose A as A =A1 ∪A2 so that A1 	= ∅, A2 	= ∅,
and {Hj1,Hj2} is not contained in any circuit whenever Hjp ∈Ap (p = 1,2). Choose a basis Bp
of Ap (p = 1,2). Then B1 ∪B2 is also independent because it does not contain any circuit. Thus
r(A) = |B1 ∪B2| = |B1| + |B2| = r(A1)+ r(A2),
which implies A=A1 unionmultiA2. So A is decomposable.
Conversely assume that A=A1 unionmultiA2 with A1 	= ∅, A2 	= ∅. We may assume, after an appro-
priate linear coordinate change, that the defining polynomials for A1 and A2 have no common
variables. Let Hjp ∈Ap (p = 1,2). Suppose that there exists a circuit B containing Hj1 and Hj2 .
Then B ∩A1 and B ∩A2 are both independent. This implies that B is also independent, which
is a contradiction. 
Example 2.2. Let A be a braid arrangement in R ( 2):
A= {Hij | 1 i < j  },
where Hij = ker(xi − xj ). If  = 2, then |A| = 1 and A is indecomposable. Let   3. Then
{Hij ,Hjk,Hik} for 1 i < j < k   is a circuit. Thus it is easy to check that A is indecompos-
able by applying Lemma 2.1.
By Lemma 2.1, we immediately have
Proposition 2.3. Any nonempty real central arrangement A can be uniquely (up to order) de-
composed into nonempty indecomposable arrangements
A=A1 unionmultiA2 unionmulti · · · unionmultiAr .
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σi =
{+ if i ∈ S,
− if i /∈ S.
Then (Sc)+ = (−σ1, . . . ,−σm) = −S+.
Proposition 2.4. Assume σ ∈ B = {+,−} and 1  j  n. Then the map σj : Chm → Bm is
surjective.
Proof. An arbitrary element of Bm can be expressed as S+ for some S ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,m}. Suppose
that C and C′ are chambers such that C ⊆ H+j and C′ ⊆ H−j . Define C = (C1,C2, . . . ,Cm) ∈
Chm by
Ci =
{
C if i ∈ S,
C′ if i /∈ S.
Then we have +j (C) = S+. Let −C = (−C1,−C2, . . . ,−Cm) ∈ Chm, where −Ci denotes the
antipodal chamber of Ci . Then −j (−C) = −(Sc)+ = S+. 
Proposition 2.5. When Φ is an admissible map, a family of maps ϕσj (1  j  n, σ ∈ B ={+,−}) satisfying the conditions in Definition 1.1 is uniquely determined.
Proof. It is obvious because of Proposition 2.4. 
Proposition 2.6. When Φ is an admissible map, Φ(C,C, . . . ,C) = C for any chamber C ∈ Ch.
Proof. By Definition 1.1, two chambers Φ(C,C, . . . ,C) and C are on the same side of every
Hj ∈A. Thus Φ(C,C, . . . ,C) = C. 
Suppose that A = A1 unionmulti A2 with A1 	= ∅ and A2 	= ∅. We may assume that the defining
polynomials for A1 and A2 have no common variables. Then the following lemma is obvious:
Lemma 2.7. The map
α : Ch(A1)m × Ch(A2)m → Ch(A1 unionmultiA2)m,
given by
α(C1, . . . ,Cm,D1, . . . ,Dm) = (C1 ∩ D1, . . . ,Cm ∩Dm)
for Ci ∈ Ch(A1), Di ∈ Ch(A2) (i = 1, . . . ,m), is bijective.
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Ch(A1)× Ch(A2)
πp
α Ch(A1 unionmultiA2)
σj
Ch(Ap)
σj,p
B
is commutative, where πp is the projection to the pth component, and σj,p is the map σj for Ap .
Proof. Let p = 1 for simplicity. Then
σj ◦ α(C,D) = σj (C ∩D) = σj,1(C) = σj,1 ◦ π1(C,D)
for C ∈ Ch(A1), D ∈ Ch(A2), and Hj ∈A1. 
From now on, identify Ch(A1)m × Ch(A2)m and Ch(A1 unionmulti A2)m by the bijection α in
Lemma 2.7. Then Lemma 2.8 can be stated as
σj,p ◦ πp = σj
(
p ∈ {1,2}, σ ∈ B, Hj ∈Ap
)
.
Proposition 2.9. There exists a natural bijection between AM(A1 unionmultiA2) and AM(A1)×AM(A2).
Proof. Suppose that Φ is an admissible map for A1 unionmultiA2 and that a family of maps ϕσj (Hj ∈
A1 unionmultiA2, σ ∈ B) satisfies the conditions in Definition 1.1. Fix p ∈ {1,2} and Hj ∈Ap . Consider
the following diagram:
Ch(A1)m × Ch(A2)m Φ
πp
Ch(A1)× Ch(A2)
πp
Ch(Ap)m
σj,p
Φp
Ch(Ap)
σj,p
Bm
ϕσj
B.
By Lemma 2.8, we have
σj,p ◦ πp ◦Φ = σj ◦Φ = ϕσj ◦ σj = ϕσj ◦ σj,p ◦ πp
(
p ∈ {1,2}, σ ∈ B).
Assume p = 1 for simplicity. Let Ci ∈ Ch(A1), Di ∈ Ch(A2) for 1 i m. Then
σj,1 ◦ π1 ◦Φ(C1,C2, . . . ,Cm,D1,D2, . . . ,Dm)
= ϕσj ◦ σj,1 ◦ π1(C1,C2, . . . ,Cm,D1,D2, . . . ,Dm)
= ϕσj ◦ σj,1(C1,C2, . . . ,Cm)
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π1 ◦Φ(C1,C2, . . . ,Cm,D1,D2, . . . ,Dm) ∈ Ch(A1)
is independent of D1,D2, . . . ,Dm. Therefore we can express
Φ1(C1,C2, . . . ,Cm) = π1 ◦Φ(C1,C2, . . . ,Cm,D1,D2, . . . ,Dm)
for some map
Φ1 : Ch(A1)m → Ch(A1).
Then Φ1 is an admissible map for A1 because the diagram above, including Φ1, is commutative
for each Hj ∈A1. Similarly we can define
Φ2 : Ch(A2)m → Ch(A2)
so that Φ2 is an admissible map for A2. The construction so far gives a natural map
F : AM(A1 unionmultiA2) → AM(A1)× AM(A2).
Conversely suppose that Φp is an admissible map for Ap and that a family of maps ϕσj
(Hj ∈Ap,σ ∈ B) satisfies the conditions in Definition 1.1. Define
Φ := Φ1 ×Φ2 : Ch(A1)m × Ch(A2)m −→ Ch(A1)× Ch(A2).
Then Φ is an admissible map forA1 unionmultiA2 because the family of maps ϕσj (Hj ∈A1 unionmultiA2, σ ∈ B)
satisfies the conditions in Definition 1.1. This construction gives a map
G : AM(A1)× AM(A2) → AM(A1 unionmultiA2).
It is easy to check that F and G are inverses of each other. 
Now we have proved Theorem 1.4 by applying Propositions 2.3 and 2.9.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5
In this section we assume that A= {H1,H2, . . . ,Hn} is a nonempty real central indecompos-
able arrangement. We assume n 	= 2 because any arrangement A= {H1,H2} is decomposable:
A= {H1} unionmulti {H2}.
Lemma 3.1. Let m be a positive integer. Suppose A is an arrangement with only one hyper-
plane H1. Let H+ and H− be the two chambers. Then1 1
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Φ(C1,C2, . . . ,Cm) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
H+1 if Ci = H+1 for all i,
H−1 if Ci = H−1 for all i,
either H+1 or H
−
1 otherwise,
(2) the number of admissible maps is equal to 22m−2, and
(3) every admissible map is projective if and only if m = 1.
Proof. (1) Note that the map σ1 : Ch(A) → B is a bijection. So the commutativity condition
in Definition 1.1 can be ignored and we simply consider a map Φ : Chm → Ch satisfying
Φ(Hσ1 ,H
σ
1 , . . . ,H
σ
1 ) = Hσ1 (σ ∈ B = {+,−}).
(2) We have two choices for each element of the set
Chm \ {(H+1 ,H+1 , . . . ,H+1 ), (H−1 ,H−1 , . . . ,H−1 )}
whose cardinality is equal to 2m − 2.
(3) When m = 1, by Proposition 2.6, the only admissible map is the identity map, which is
projective. For m  2, the number of admissible maps, which is equal to 22m−2, exceeds the
number of projective ones, which is m. 
Therefore we have proved Theorem 1.5(1). Let us concentrate on Theorem 1.5(2).
Assume that A= {H1,H2, . . . ,Hn} is indecomposable with n = |A| 3. Let m be a positive
integer. We will show that every admissible map ofA is projective. Suppose that Φ is an admissi-
ble map and that a family of maps ϕσj (Hj ∈A, σ ∈ B) satisfies the conditions in Definition 1.1.
Lemma 3.2. Assume 1 j  n and S ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,m}. Then ϕ+j (S+) = −ϕ−j (−S+). In particu-
lar, ϕ−j (−,−, . . . ,−) = −.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we may choose C ∈ Chm so that +j (C) = S+. Then
ϕ+j (S+) = + ⇐⇒ +j ◦ Φ(C) = ϕ+j ◦ +j (C) = + ⇐⇒ Φ(C) ⊆ H+j
⇐⇒ − = −j ◦ Φ(C) = ϕ−j ◦ −j (C) = ϕ−j
((
Sc
)
+
)= ϕ−j (−S+). 
Define δσA : Ch(A) → Bn, for σ ∈ B = {+,−}, by
δσA(C) =
(
σ1 (C), 
σ
2 (C), . . . , 
σ
n (C)
)
.
Then δσA is injective. We frequently suppress the subscript A in δσA when there is no fear of
confusion. Note that δ+(−C) = −δ+(C) = δ−(C), where −C is the antipodal chamber of C.
Thus δ− = −δ+.
Lemma 3.3. Let B = {H1,H2, . . . ,Hν} ⊆A be a circuit with 3 ν  n. Then
(1) |Ch(B)| = 2ν − 2, and
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im δσB = Bν \ {τ,−τ }.
Proof. (1) Since the intersection lattice [3, Definition 2.1] L(B) of B is the same as that of the
ν-dimensional Boolean arrangement (= the arrangement of the ν coordinate hyperplanes) in Rν
up to the rank ν − 1, the Poincaré polynomial π(B, t) coincides with the Poincaré polynomial
of the ν-dimensional Boolean arrangement up to degree ν − 1. The Poincaré polynomial of the
ν-dimensional Boolean arrangement is equal to (1 + t)ν [3, Example 2.49]. Since degπ(B, t) =
r(B) = ν − 1 and π(B,−1) = 0, π(B, t) = (1 + t)ν − tν − tν−1. By [5], [3, Theorem 2.68], one
has |Ch(B)| = π(B,1) = 2ν − 2.
(2) By (1),
∣∣Bν \ im δ+B
∣∣= ∣∣Bν∣∣− ∣∣ im δ+B
∣∣= ∣∣Bν∣∣− ∣∣Ch(B)∣∣= 2ν − (2ν − 2)= 2.
Since δ+B (−C) = −δ+B (C) for C ∈ Ch(B), the set im δ+B is closed under the operation τ → −τ .
Thus the set Bν \ im δ+B is expressed as {τ,−τ } for some τ ∈ Bν . 
Define
Kσj :=
{
S ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,m} ∣∣ ϕσj (S+) = +} (1 j  n, σ ∈ B = {+,−}).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that A is indecomposable and n = |A|  3. Then the maps ϕσj do not
depend upon j or σ .
Proof. Choose a circuit B ⊆A. We may assume that B = {H1,H2, . . . ,Hν} and 3 ν  n. By
Lemma 3.3, there exists τ = (τ1, τ2, . . . , τν) ∈ Bν such that
Bν = (im δ+B )∪ {τ,−τ } (disjoint).
Let 1pν, 1qν, p 	= q . Since neither of (τ1, . . . ,−τq, . . . , τν) nor (τ1, . . . ,−τp, . . . , τν)
lies in {τ,−τ }, they both lie in im δ+B . Choose C,C′ ∈ Ch(B) such that
δ+B (C) = (τ1, . . . ,−τp, . . . , τν), δ+B (C′) = (τ1, . . . ,−τq, . . . , τν).
Choose Cˆ ∈ Ch(A) and Cˆ′ ∈ Ch(A) so that Cˆ ⊆ C and Cˆ′ ⊆ C′. Let S ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,m}. Define
C = (C1,C2, . . . ,Cm) ∈ Ch(A)m by
Ci =
{
Cˆ′ if i ∈ S,
Cˆ if i /∈ S.
Then

τp
p (C) = −τqq (C) = S+, τrr (C) = (+,+, . . . ,+)
(
1 r  ν, r /∈ {p,q}).
Suppose S ∈ Kτpp , i.e., ϕτpp (S+) = +. Then

τp
p ◦Φ(C) = ϕτpp ◦ τpp (C) = ϕτpp (S+) = +.
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because ϕτrr ◦ τrr (C) = ϕτrr (+,+, . . . ,+) = +. Note that
ν⋂
j=1
H
τj
j = ∅
because τ /∈ im δ+B . Therefore
Φ(C) ⊆
ν⋂
j 	=q
H
τj
j ⊆ H
−τq
q .
Thus
ϕ
−τq
q (S+) = ϕ−τqq ◦ −τqq (C) = −τqq ◦Φ(C) = +,
which implies S ∈ K−τqq . Therefore Kτpp ⊆ K−τqq .
Similarly one can show Kτpp ⊇ K−τqq , and thus Kτpp = K−τqq if p 	= q . Since ν  3, we can
conclude that Kσj does not depend upon j , 1 j  ν, or σ ∈ B . So ϕσj does not depend upon j ,
1 j  ν, or σ ∈ B . Apply Lemma 2.1, and we know ϕσj does not depend upon j , 1 j  n,
or σ ∈ B . 
Because of Lemma 3.4, write ϕ = ϕσj for j , 1 j  n, and σ ∈ B . Let
K = {S ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,m} ∣∣ ϕ(S+) = +}.
Lemma 3.5.
(1) {1, . . . ,m} ∈ K ,
(2) S ∈ K if and only if Sc /∈ K ,
(3) S1 ∩ S2 ∈ K if S1 ∈ K and S2 ∈ K .
Proof. (1) is obvious because ϕ(+,+, . . . ,+) = +.
(2) By Lemma 3.2
S ∈ K = K+1 ⇐⇒ ϕ+1 (S+) = + ⇐⇒ ϕ−1
((
Sc
)
+
)= ϕ−1 (−S+) = −ϕ+1 (S+) = −
⇐⇒ ϕ−1
((
Sc
)
+
)= − ⇐⇒ Sc /∈ K−1 = K.
(3) Choose a circuit B ⊆ A. We may assume B = {H1,H2, . . . ,Hν} with 3  ν  n. By
Lemma 3.3, there exists τ = (τ1, τ2, . . . , τν) ∈ Bν such that
Bν = (im δ+)∪ {τ,−τ } (disjoint).
There exist four chambers C,C′,C′′,C′′′ ∈ Ch(B) such that
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δ+B (C
′′) = (−τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, . . . , τν), δ+B (C′′′) = (−τ1,−τ2, τ3, τ4, . . . , τν).
Choose four chambers Cˆ, Cˆ′, Cˆ′′, Cˆ′′′ ∈ Ch(A) such that
Cˆ ⊆ C, Cˆ′ ⊆ C′, Cˆ′′ ⊆ C′′, Cˆ′′ ⊆ C′′′.
Assume that S1, S2 ∈ K . Define C = (C1,C2, . . . ,Cm) ∈ Ch(A)m by
Ci =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Cˆ if i ∈ S1 ∩ S2,
Cˆ′ if i ∈ S1 \ S2,
Cˆ′′ if i ∈ S2 \ S1,
Cˆ′′′ if i /∈ S1 ∪ S2.
Then

τ1
1 (C) = (S1)+, τ22 (C) = (S2)+, −τ33 (C) = (S1 ∩ S2)+,

τj
j (C) = (+,+, . . . ,+) (4 j  ν).
Thus we have

τ1
1 ◦Φ(C) = ϕ ◦ τ11 (C) = ϕ
(
(S1)+
)= +,

τ2
2 ◦Φ(C) = ϕ ◦ τ22 (C) = ϕ
(
(S2)+
)= +,

τj
j ◦Φ(C) = ϕ ◦ 
τj
j (C) = ϕ(+,+, . . . ,+) = + (4 j  ν),
which implies
Φ(C) ⊆ Hτ11 ∩Hτ22 ∩ Hτ44 ∩ · · · ∩Hτνν ⊆ H−τ33 .
Therefore
ϕ
(
(S1 ∩ S2)+
)= ϕ ◦ −τ33 (C) = −τ33 ◦Φ(C) = +
and S1 ∩ S2 ∈ K . 
Now we are ready to prove the following statement, which is Theorem 1.5(2).
Let A be a real central indecomposable arrangement with |A|  3. Then every admissible
map is projective.
Proof. Define S0 =⋂S∈K S. By Lemma 3.5(3), S0 ∈ K . By Lemma 3.5(1) and (2), we have∅ /∈ K . Thus S0 	= ∅. Let h ∈ S0. Since S0 \ {h} /∈ K , ({1,2, . . . ,m} \ S0) ∪ {h} ∈ K by
Lemma 3.5(2). By Lemma 3.5(3),
{h} = (({1,2, . . . ,m} \ S0)∪ {h})∩ S0 ∈ K.
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S ∈ K ⇒ h ∈ S ⇔ h /∈ Sc ⇒ Sc /∈ K ⇔ S ∈ K.
Therefore, S ∈ K if and only if h ∈ S:
K = {S ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,m} ∣∣ h ∈ S}.
This implies that ϕ is equal to the projection to the hth component. Let C ∈ Chm. Then
σj ◦ Φ(C) = ϕ ◦ σj (C) = ϕ
(
σj (C1), 
σ
j (C2), . . . , 
σ
j (Cm)
)= σj (Ch).
Since Φ(C) and Ch lie on the same side of every hyperplane Hj ∈A, Φ(C) = Ch. Therefore Φ
is the projection to the hth component. 
Decompose a nonempty real central arrangement A into nonempty indecomposable arrange-
ments as
A=A1 unionmultiA2 unionmulti · · · unionmultiAa unionmultiB1 unionmultiB2 unionmulti · · · unionmultiBb, (∗∗)
where |Ap| = 1 (1 p  a) and |Bq | 3 (1 q  b). Then, by Lemma 3.1, Theorems 1.4 and
1.5, the number of admissible maps for A is equal to
(
22
m−2)amb.
This proves Corollary 1.6.
Next we will prove Corollary 1.7: If m = 1, then, by Proposition 2.6, the only admissible
map is the identity map Ch → Ch, which is projective. Assume m  2. Then, by Lemma 3.1,
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, every admissible map is projective if and only if a = 0 and b = 1 in the
decomposition (∗∗) above.
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